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1. INTRODUCTION 

This master’s thesis is based on the “Chaff Bugs: Deterring Attackers by Making Software 
Buggier” paper [1]. The original paper’s focus was the injection of errors specific to the C 
language, but it is also applicable to C++ programs. So far, most approaches to solving 
security issues in C programs were based on exploit mitigation or removal of  
vulnerabilities with static and dynamic analysis techniques and manual code review. The 
Chaff Bugs paper suggests a new approach to the problem. The authors subdivide the 
attacker workflow into four parts: bug discovery, triaging, exploitation and deployment. 
The authors suggest a new technique that aims to disrupt the second stage of the process, 
rather than the other three which were targeted so far. Disruption is achieved by injection 
of unexploitable heap and stack overflow vulnerabilities. Previous work including LAVA 
(Large-scale Automated Vulnerability Addition) and PANDA (Platform for Architecture-
Neutral Dynamic Analysis) by the same authors was used to implement chaff bugs. 

The goal of this thesis is to describe the most common types of attacks on C software and 
potential improvements to the above mentioned approach of injecting chaff bugs, by 
describing potential additions of new bug classes and adding support for some new bug 
types to the current implementation of LAVA. In order to describe the need for a system 
like LAVA and the necessary background, the second chapter describes common automated 
vulnerability discovery methods and tools, with a focus on fuzzing. The third chapter 
describes LAVA and its bug injection process. The fourth chapter describes some common 
vulnerabilities in C programs and discusses possible implementations of bug injection and 
chaff bugs of those types. The fifth chapter describes additions to LAVA implemented as 
part of this thesis. The last chapter contains the conclusion. 
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2. AUTOMATED VULNERABILITY DISCOVERY 

2.1. Fuzzing in general 

Fuzzing, also known as fuzz testing, is a process of software testing that uses random 
inputs with the goal of finding unusual behaviors and crashes. The term originated near the 
end of the 1980s at the University of Wisconsin, as part of a class assignment [2]. The goal 
of the assignment was to test various UNIX command line utilities with unpredictable 
inputs. Fuzzing is often used by security researchers in order to find potential security 
vulnerabilities since the process is a lot easier, quicker and requires less knowledge than 
manual code auditing. However, recently fuzzing has started to be adopted for defensive 
purposes, in order to find potential vulnerabilities and other crashes. For instance Google 
started the OSS-Fuzz project in 2016. in order to find bugs in popular open source projects 
[3]. However, to be accepted the open source project must have a significant user base. 
Most modern fuzzers today generate inputs by using methods from the fields of 
evolutionary computing and leverage static and dynamic analysis techniques instead of just 
generating random inputs. Using those techniques makes the process of finding bugs faster, 
by discarding  random inputs that do not change program behavior in significant ways. 
One of the most popular techniques used for input generation is based on mutations. The 
process often starts by using existing valid inputs, instead of randomly generated ones. The 
valid inputs are then gradually mutated and syntactically valid inputs that achieve new and 
interesting behavior are kept. Some examples of mutation operations are: character 
replacement and insertion  and bit flipping. 
In order to increase the effectiveness of the fuzzer a metric used to measure effectiveness is 
required. The most common way to measure the effectiveness of fuzzers is code coverage, 
which tracks which parts of the program were executed during a single execution. Using 
code coverage as a metric is an easy way to approximately track different program states. 
Such a metric is also appropriate because an increase in code coverage increases the 
possibility of uncovering new errors in the program. Code coverage tracking can be 
achieved by instrumenting the program during compilation or during execution, with 
dynamic instrumentation tools like Intel PIN. Fuzzing can be guided with code coverage 
by preferring new inputs which increase code coverage. 
Mutation based fuzzing is not the only approach to fuzzing [4]. For programs that work on  
highly structured input like SQL (Structured Query Language) queries or HTML 
(HyperText Markup Language) different, more efficient fuzzing techniques exist. Grammar 
based fuzzers use a grammar which describes the input language. Inputs generated by 
grammar based fuzzing can also be used as a starting point for mutation based fuzzing. 
Concolic fuzzing combines fuzzing with concolic execution. After an input is generated by 
fuzzing, the conditionals encountered during the execution are saved, represented as 
relations between symbolic variables. The concolic fuzzer identifies conditionals which 
were not true during the execution and solves some of them with an SMT (Satisfiability 
Modulo Theorem) solver, thus generating an output that takes a different path than the 
original input. Later on the Driller fuzzer which combines AFL with the angr symbolic 
analysis framework is described. 
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2.2. American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) 

AFL (American Fuzzy Lop) is currently one of the most popular C/C++ fuzzers. AFL uses 
compiler patches for GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) and clang and adds instrumentation 
to the target during compilation. During fuzzing, a genetic algorithm is used to optimize 
code coverage and find new input cases and code paths. The key ideas during AFL's 
development were ease of use, performance and robustness. 
AFL tracks code coverage by storing transitions between branches of code seen during 
execution of the program. Tracking branch transitions instead of tracking when new code 
blocks are reached allows the discovery of subtle errors since security issues often appear 
due to incorrect state transitions [5]. 
AFL stores the branch tuples in a map. When a mutated input causes a new pair to appear, 
the new input is kept for further processing. The fuzzer also stores coarse hit counts for 
each tuple, divided into several buckets. Storing hit counts allows differentiation between 
potentially interesting control flow changes and uneventful changes like a loop executing 
for the 50th time. The set of input files is then periodically minimized so that the remaining 
files still cover the whole set of the branch tuples seen so far. The files are minimized by  
criteria of size and program execution speed. 
Inputs are mutated in two distinct phases. First, the fuzzer applies only deterministic 
changes, like sequential bit flips, sequential addition of small integers and insertion of 
interesting integers like zero, one and INT_MAX. After the deterministic phase, the fuzzer 
starts to apply nondeterministic changes like stacked bit flips, insertions, deletions and 
arithmetic operations. Although AFL is a mutation based fuzzer, it automatically tries to 
identify syntax tokens in the inputs and build a dictionary of valid tokens. The use of user 
made dictionaries is also supported and can speed up fuzzing of programs that receive 
highly structured inputs. A library that is included with AFL, libtokencap, allows 
instrumentation of strcmp, memcmp and similar functions. The library then extracts syntax 
tokens passed to the functions and automatically builds a dictionary. 

2.3. Fuzzing libyang 

The process of fuzzing with AFL will be described by fuzzing the libyang library. Libyang 
is a library used to parse YANG (Yet Another Next Generation) and YIN (YANG 
Independent Notation) files and was chosen due to the ease of using the fuzzer with parser 
libraries. The fuzz harness for a parser library is usually a small program which receives 
inputs and feeds them to the parser. Setting up a harness for other types of software which 
has no clear input entry point is more complex, especially if the software receives the 
inputs from the network. YANG is a data modeling language defined as a part of the 
NETCONF (Network Configuration Protocol) protocol for network management [6] [7]. 
Before we begin fuzzing libyang, the first step is of course building AFL. However, since a 
verbose documentation is included with the project [8], the setup steps won't be described 
here. 
Since AFL uses a custom version of the compiler, a good first step would be to build the 
target project with the AFL compiler. Libyang uses CMake as the build system, so to build 
the project with the AFL compiler we need to pass CMake the following flag: -
DCMAKE_C_COMPILER=path_to_afl_compiler. After the project is built, we need to 
write the fuzz harness that will receive inputs and send them to the parser. Depending on 
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the functionality we want to test, existing library usage examples can be good starting 
points. 
Since libyang has no usage examples, a fuzz harness is provided below in Figure 2.1. 
The provided harness fuzzes the libyang 1.0 YANG parser. Updating the harness to the 
libyang2 version requires only minor changes to the ly_ctx_new and lys_parse_path 
functions. 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

 

#include "libyang.h" 

 

int main(int argc, char **argv) { 

    struct ly_ctx *ctx = NULL; 

 

    if (argc != 2) { 

        fprintf(stderr, "invalid usage\n"); 

        exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

    } 

 

    ctx = ly_ctx_new(NULL, 0); 

    if (!ctx) { 

        fprintf(stderr, "failed to create context.\n"); 

        return 1; 

    } 

 

    while (__AFL_LOOP(100)) { 

        lys_parse_path(ctx, argv[1], LYS_IN_YANG); 

 

        ly_ctx_clean(ctx, NULL); 

    } 

 

    ly_ctx_destroy(ctx, NULL); 

} 

Figure 2.1. 
 

 

The provided code can easily be used to fuzz YIN inputs, by replacing the LYS_IN_YANG 
constant with LYS_IN_YIN in the lys_parse_path call. After writing the fuzz harness, the 
project's build system also needs to be updated. The updated libyang CMake files generate 
a yangfuzz binary under tests/fuzz. 
After successful compilation, we can test whether the fuzz harness works by using afl-
showmap. The tool runs the target binary and displays the contents of the trace bitmap. The 
command to run afl-showmap on yangfuzz and a YANG example file is shown in Figure 
2.2. 

afl-showmap -o /dev/null -- ./yangfuzz yang@2017-02-20.yang 

Figure 2.2. 

To start fuzzing, first we need to gather files that will be used as starting input files for the 
fuzzer. Libyang has example YANG data files available in the tests/data/files directory. It is 
best to avoid large files since different elements of the language can be separated into 
multiple smaller files. The AFL performance guidelines also recommend using smaller 
files since the performance hits aren't worth the potential benefits of fuzzing with larger 
files [9]. For the purposes of fuzzing libyang all the files larger than 1KB were removed. 
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AFL provides two tools that can be used to minimize the input files: afl-cmin and afl-tmin. 
The afl-cmin tool tries to find the smallest set of input files in a directory that still activate 
the same set of instrumentation points as the original corpus. The afl-tmin tool minimizes 
every input file separately, by removing redundant bytes while making sure that the 
minimized input keeps hitting the same instrumentation points. Examples of afl-cmin and 
afl-tmin commands are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The "@@" argument is a special 
argument supported by AFL that denotes the place where AFL will place the input file. For 
target binaries that read from stdin, the "@@" argument isn't required. 
 
 afl-cmin -i testcases/ -o tests_cmin/ -- libyang/build/yangfuzz @@ 

Figure 2.3. 
 

fuzz@libyangfuzz:~/libyang/tests_cmin$ for i in *; do afl-tmin -i $i -o 

$i.min -- ~/libyang/build/yangfuzz @@; done; 

Figure 2.4. 

After minimizing the test corpus, we can start fuzzing with AFL. AFL is designed to use 
one core per job, so we can run as many fuzzing jobs as our system has cores. One of the 
jobs will be the master, and the other slaves, synchronizing their test cases in a common 
shared directory. The example commands for starting a master and slave fuzz job are 
shown in Figure 2.5. The difference between master and slave instances is that the master 
instances first goes through the deterministic part of fuzzing, while the slave instances 
immediately start with nondeterministic changes. Multi-system parallelization is also 
supported. However, a script  that will synchronize fuzzers on separate machines needs to 
be provided. The script needs to connect to every machine that is running fuzzing jobs, 
retrieve the test cases and copy them to the remaining machines. Such an approach allows 
AFL to run with other tools, for example Driller. Fuzzing multiple similar binaries, like 
multiple JPEG parsers for example, and sharing the test cases is also possible. 
 
afl-fuzz -i min_testcases/ -o syncdir/ -M fuzzer1 –liybang/build/yangfuzz 

@@ 

afl-fuzz -i min_testcases/ -o syncdir/ -S fuzzer2 –libyang/build/yangfuzz 

@@ 

Figure 2.5. 

When AFL is started as mentioned, it will write to disk every time a new interesting input 
is discovered. The number of writes can reach up to a few thousands in a second. 
Frequently writing to disk decreases performance, and decrease SSD (Solid-State Drive) 
longevity [10]. For those reasons it is preferred to write the fuzzer's files to a RAM disk 
instead. We can use an in memory disk on Linux by using tmpfs. The commands used to 
create a tmpfs disk are shown in Figure 2.6. 
 

 $ mkdir /tmp/afl-ramdisk 

 $ sudo mount -t tmpfs -o size=512M tmpfs /tmp/afl-ramdisk/ 

Figure 2.6. 

Another performance optimization that AFL offers is persistent mode. During normal 
operation, AFL creates a new process from the target binary for every single test case, and 
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then discards the process when it is done executing. Such an implementation is simple, and 
allows easy error detection by calling waitpid() on the child process executing the target 
binary, or checking for signals like SIGSEGV. However, for smaller targets that execute 
quickly, most of the time would be spent on execve calls, thus causing a large overhead. To 
increase performance AFL uses a forkserver optimization described here [11]. This can be 
optimized further since every single input still causes a call to fork. When the fuzz targets 
are stateless, further optimizations can be applied by using persistent mode. In persistent 
mode the fuzzer sends the test cases to a long lasting process that reads the inputs, sends 
them to the instrumented binary, and notifies the parent by stopping its own execution [12]. 
The fuzz harness described in Figure 2.1. is an example of using persistent mode. 
While fuzzing with AFL there are a few things worth keeping track of. The official 
documentation offers a detailed description of the AFL status screen [13] so only a short 
overview relevant to fuzzing  libyang is provided here. One of the most important fields is 
stability. Stability should be close to 100%, otherwise the results probably won't be real 
crashes. Stability measures the consistency of observed traces. If a program produces 
different results for the same input file during multiple executions, stability will be low. 
Some drops in stability are to be expected due to things like uninitialized memory, non-
deterministic features, and random multithreaded execution. Using persistent mode can 
also negatively affect stability, as was the case for the libyang harness, so the 
__AFL_LOOP constant value of 100 was derived experimentally, through trial and error. It 
is recommended to leave the fuzzer running until at least one fuzzing cycle has been 
completed, although more cycles are preferred. A cycle is complete when all the interesting 
input files in the input queue that the fuzzer has discovered have been used. Some fuzzer 
statistics are also available for automation purposes in the fuzzer_stats file in the output 
directory. 
After the fuzzer is finished, it would be best to minimize the crashes it found and then start 
fuzzing again, with the new corpus. For additional  thoroughness the input files from the 
queue directories of different fuzz jobs can be merged, minimized and used for the next 
iteration of fuzzing. After a satisfactory number of iterations has been reached, the crashes 
can be minimized with afl-tmin, in order to remove the bytes irrelevant to the crash, so that 
crash triaging can begin. 

2.4. Triaging crashes 

Once fuzzing and individual crash minimization are completed, we should determine 
which of the crashing inputs might be real bugs and vulnerabilities. Manual crash analysis 
is the most efficient way to do so. However, it requires a substantial amount of time, effort 
and a thorough understanding of the target software. Determining exploitability also 
requires a deeply specialized skill set. In an effort to make the process quicker and easier, 
some automatic crash analysis tools have been developed. 
The crashwalk  tool automatically analyses crashes by using a debugger [14]. It sorts crash 
input files into buckets by the hashes of the crashes' backtraces. Bucketing the input files 
assures that all the crashes in a bucket share the same execution path. Obviously, multiple 
crashes caused by the same bug, but with different execution paths will end up in different 
buckets. In addition to bucketing and debugger analysis, crashwalk also uses the 
exploitable GDB (The GNU Project Debugger) plugin. The exploitable plugin classifies 
bugs in Linux applications by severity. A list of heuristic rules is used to classify crashes.    
An example use of the cwdump tool cwtriage is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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$ ~/go/bin/cwtriage -root syncdir_long2/crashes/ -afl >& log 

Figure 2.7. 

cwtriage stores crash details into a local database crashwalk.db. The cwdump command 
can dump a summary of the crashwalk database containing input files grouped by stack 
hashes. An example is shown in Figure 2.8. 
 

  $ ~/go/bin/cwdump crashwalk.db > triage.txt 

Figure 2.8. 

While investigating crashes, the crashes should be tested with release and 
development/debug builds. In the case of libyang v1, the debug version uses assertions to 
check for some possible issues. However, the release version had no such checks, so some 
of the input files that were caught by assertions in the debug version were actual bugs in 
the release version of the library, often causing segmentation faults. 
The initial fuzzing effort lasted 5 days. Around 1500 crashing input files were found. The 
number was reduced to about a hundred unique files by crashwalk. However, those crashes 
resulted in 11 patches which stopped all the other input files from causing crashes. 
Therefore, the number of unique crashes reported by AFL, even after minimization is not a 
realistic measure of the actual number of potential vulnerabilities, as noted in some recent 
research [15]. 
AFL includes a script that can be used for triaging, triage_crashes.sh. The script prints a 
short summary of the crash, including a stack trace. An example is shown in Figure 2.9. 
 
./triage_crashes.sh  $HOME/fuzzdir/fuzzer1/ $HOME/libyang/build/yangfuzz 

Figure 2.9. 

After automatic analysis is over, manual analysis can begin. To find the potential root 
cause of the error, and quickly approximate the seriousness of the issue, dynamic analysis 
tools like debuggers and Valgrind can be helpful. Valgrind can be used to quickly 
differentiate between null dereferences which are most often not serious security issues, 
and heap corruption issues or arbitrary writes  which warrant further investigation. Manual 
analysis with a debugger can also eliminate crash duplicates. Timeless debuggers like rr 
[16] are especially useful due to the ability to capture and replay a single execution, and 
reverse step during debugging. 

2.5. Symbolic and concolic execution 

Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique used to determine which inputs cause 
what part of a program to execute and how program inputs affect certain properties 
throughout the program [17]. The idea behind symbolic execution is to use symbolic 
values inside the program, instead of concrete values like during usual program execution. 
The execution is simulated by the symbolic execution engine that usually tracks conditions 
that were satisfied for each path that is tracked by the engine. A symbolic memory is used, 
where symbolic values of variables are stored. Symbolic execution engines often use 
model checkers, most often based on SMT solvers, to verify whether constraints that we 
want to follow throughout program execution are satisfied or violated. SMT solvers are 
another popular research area in computer security, with applications varying from static 
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vulnerability discovery to research of copyright protection security. One of the most 
popular SMT solvers is the Z3 SMT theorem prover developed by Microsoft [18]. 
A short example of symbolic execution is described below, by using the code in Figure 
2.10. as an example. 
int main() { 

int x, y; 

scanf("%d", &x); 

y = x + 3; 

if (y == 5) { 

printf("Correct guess\n"); 

} else { 

printf("Invalid guess\n"); 

} 

return 0; 

} 

Figure 2.10. 

During concrete execution, if the user entered the number two, the value two would be 
assigned to x, five to y and then the program would output the message "Correct guess". 
During symbolic execution, the symbolic execution engine would assign a symbolic value, 
for example a to the variable x. Then, the engine would assign the value a + 3 to  the 
variable y. Once the if statement is reached, the engine forks the current path into two new 
ones. One where the path constraint is a == 5, and the other where it is a != 5. Each fork 
gets a copy of the current program state, and a path constraint. The paths are then executed 
independently. When paths are finished executing, for example after executing one of the 
print statements, the symbolic execution engine uses the model checker to derive concrete 
values by solving the path constraints of the path. 
Concolic execution is a combination of concrete and symbolic execution. It uses the 
concrete execution as a starting point, storing the symbolic values of variables and path 
constraints during execution. Once concrete execution is finished, the concolic execution 
engine solves path constraints for possible paths that were not taken during the concrete 
execution, solves the constraints, derives the appropriate input values by using the model 
checker and then runs the program again with the newly generated inputs, repeating the 
whole process. 

2.6. Driller and the laf-intel patches 

Driller is an implementation of the system described in the "Driller: Augmenting Fuzzing 
Through Selective Symbolic Execution" paper [19]. Driller extends AFL by using the angr 
symbolic analysis framework to trace AFL inputs when AFL stops reporting any paths as 
favorites. Untraced paths that exist in the AFL queue are searched for block transitions that 
AFL failed to satisfy. Driller then finds inputs that satisfy those conditions by using angr 
and synchronizes those inputs with the AFL fuzz jobs which then continue to mutate the 
inputs if they are interesting by AFL's criteria. The concolic execution engine is 
implemented by using angr. Some examples of code where symbolic execution is more 
effective than AFL are statements like if (x == 0x12345678). The probability of randomly 
guessing the exact value is 232. On the other hand, symbolic execution solves conditions 
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like that especially easily. However, a disadvantage of symbolic execution is path 
explosion. Executing all the possible program paths is unfeasible for most software, so a 
hybrid approach that uses symbolic execution to find new paths when the fuzzer is stuck 
makes sense. The driller tool uses exactly that approach. The key concept behind Driller 
that separates it from other  tools combining fuzzing and symbolic execution is the 
observation that an application can be viewed as a set of compartments that process general 
parts of inputs, separated by checks that need a specific input value to be evaluated as true. 
Driller uses symbolic execution to move from compartment to compartment, and then 
explores those compartments with intstrumented fuzzing. That way the symbolic execution 
engine handles a limited number of inputs and avoids path explosion. Driller follows the 
same path taken by AFL and inverts any conditions that transfer control flow. If the 
inversion results in a new path, Driller produces a new input file that will trigger the new 
path. Driller then continues following the AFL path, inverting further comparisons. 
Driller minimally modifies AFL, mostly adding code that integrates AFL with the symbolic 
execution engine. However, two key differences is that currently Driller only supports 
targets that read from standard input and that all its targets run in AFL QEMU (Quick 
Emulator) mode. Driller also implements program derandomization, by always running the 
AFL QEMU back-end with the same random seed. 
A much simpler alternative approach to Driller, that solves the same problem of solving 
comparisons that are hard to guess for fuzzers are the laf-intel AFL patches [20]. Instead of 
using symbolic execution to guide the fuzzer through statements like if (x == 0x12345678) 
the laf-intel patches split the comparison into four one byte if statement comparisons. That 
way, instead of having to guess 32 bits at a time, the fuzzer can incrementally guess a 
single byte at a time and discover a new path for every byte. The discovery of a new path 
will signal AFL that the input that passed the byte check should be considered for further 
fuzzing, and eventually the whole original comparison will be passed. The patch is 
implemented as a LLVM pass and is applied to AFL when it is built with llvm_mode. Two 
other patches are included, the compare-transform-pass and split-switches-pass. The 
compare-transform-pass splits string comparisons with strcmp and memcmp into multiple 
nested single character comparisons. The transformation can only be applied when one of 
the strings that is being compared is a literal. The split-switches-pass breaks up switch case 
statements into a series of if else statements, and then applies the comparison split pass. 
Descriptions of laf-intel installation and setup are documented in the project's GitLab 
repository [21]. 

2.7. Other fuzzing tools 

Worth mentioning in the context of fuzzing are various sanitizers. Sanitizers are most often 
available in the form of instrumentation injected by the compiler. They detect different 
errors during program execution, like out of bounds accesses and data races. 
AddressSanitizer is one well-known example [22]. 
Hongfuzz is a feedback driven evolutionary fuzzer similar to AFL [23]. Unlike AFL it is 
multi-process by default. Multiple sources of data can be used as feedback, compiler 
instrumentations like in AFL, Linux hardware based counters, ptrace and other hardware 
and software based sources. 
AFLFast is a fork of AFL based on the observation that most tests generated by AFL 
exercise a  small set of high frequency [24]. AFLFast implements strategies to explore low 
frequency paths by using a Markov chain that specifies the probability that fuzzing an 
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input which exercises path x will produce an input that exercises path y. A metric called 
energy is used for each input seed, to denote the number of new inputs that can be 
generated from that seed. The paper describes several scheduling methods that control seed 
energy and improve fuzzer performance. The strategies decide the order in which the seeds 
should be fuzzed and the number of inputs generated from each seed. AFLFast has been 
shown to discover vulnerabilities significantly faster than the AFL version at the time. 
Some of the scheduling strategies have later been implemented in newer AFL versions. 
Angora [25] is another coverage based mutational fuzzer. Angora increases branch 
coverage by solving path constraints without using symbolic execution. Angora tracks 
unexplored branches and tries to solve the constraints by using a plethora of techniques. 
Angora determines which input bytes are used in the constraint and mutates only those 
bytes instead of randomly mutating the whole input. Instead of randomly mutating the 
bytes, the path constrain is viewed as a constraint on a blackbox function of the input and 
the gradient descent algorithm is used to solve the constraint. Input length modification is 
also implemented. 
TFuzz takes a radically different approach to fuzzing [26]. Instead of using symbolic 
execution or similar techniques to solve conditional constraints TFuzz removes those 
checks. TFuzz uses a coverage guided fuzzer to generate inputs. When no new paths are 
triggered by newly generated inputs the fuzzer uses dynamic traces to determine which 
conditional checks are failing and then removes them. 
Recently fuzzers that combine neural networks and other machine learning techniques 
have started to appear.  Neuzz is a fuzzer that uses an approach similar to Angora. 
However, instead of using gradient descent, Neuzz approximates path constraints and tries 
to solve them with a neural network [27]. 
Enfuzz borrows the concept of ensemble learning from machine learning and applies it to 
fuzzing. Enfuzz ensembles multiple fuzzers, like AFL and AFLFast with seed 
synchronization and result integration mechanisms [28]. 

2.8. Taint Analysis 

Taint analysis is another technique that is often used by automated vulnerability discovery 
tools. The whole technique is based on the idea of sources and sinks, where sources are 
places where user input is received and sinks are potentially vulnerable functions. The goal 
of taint analysis is to track information flow of the program in order to determine which 
sources can reach which sinks. Taint analysis software taints the inputs by inserting some 
kind of label or tag for each input. The taint is then propagated through operations in the 
program. For example in the example in Figure 2.10. if the variable x is tainted, then the 
variable y would become tainted after the assignment of x + 3. Every tainted input object 
has a different label, in order to allow differentiation between the sources of taints later on 
in the program. When a sink is encountered, the taint analysis software can check whether 
its inputs are tainted, and if so act appropriately. For instance, by logging the location of 
the sink, and the input data it received. 
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3. LAVA: LARGE SCALE AUTOMATED VULNERABILITY 
ADDITION 

LAVA is a tool that uses dynamic taint analysis to inject realistic security bugs into C and C 
++ programs [29]. Although there has been a recent increase in interest in automated 
vulnerability discovery, there has been a shortage of ground-truth corpora to evaluate the 
tools on. If one fuzzer detects five bugs in 24 hours, that information on its own doesn't tell 
us much about the fuzzer's effectivness since we do not know how many bugs existed in 
the first place. The motivation behind LAVA was to provide a tool that can produce such 
corpora by quickly injecting a large number of realistic bugs. Every injected bug has a 
matching input that triggers the bug, and normal inputs are highly unlikely to trigger the 
injected bugs. So far the only available vulnerability corpora were either historic or in the 
form of artificial programs. Historical corpora are limited in size, and most tools have been 
trained to detect those bugs. Artificial programs with synthetic bugs have so far been small 
and unrealistic. 
The key idea behind the bugs generated by LAVA are that bugs must be inexpensive to 
inject at a large scale, span as much as possible of the programs execution and be 
embedded throughout the control and data flow, be able to be triggered by an input which 
proves their existence and appear for only a small subset of possible program inputs. LAVA 
injects bugs by  modifying the program's source code. Bug injection is divided into 
multiple steps. First, input bytes that are not used to determine control flow and are not 
used often are traced by using taint analysis. Those bytes are called DUAs (Dead, 
Uncomplicated and Available). Then, potential attack points that occur after a DUA are 
noted. Attack points are points in the source code where a DUA might be used to cause a 
bug. Lastly, the program source is modified by injecting code to make the DUA available 
at the attack point and trigger a bug. The injection process will be described in more detail 
in later sections. 
Eight real world programs were used to demonstrate LAVA capabilities. Two bug corpuses 
were also presented with the original LAVA paper. LAVA-1, which consist of bugs injected 
into the file command, which was the smallest program used to test LAVA in the paper. The 
corpus consist of injected buffer overflow vulnerabilities, each on a separate git branch, 
with a fuzzed version of the input that triggers the crash. This corpus is unsuitable for most 
automated vulnerability discovery tools, which are designed to run for a long time and on 
programs which contain multiple bugs. Therefore, the LAVA-M corpus was also created. 
LAVA-M contains as many verified bugs as possible injected into coreutils, base64, 
md5sum, uniq and who. 
Most of the papers that describe fuzzers mentioned in the "other fuzzers" section used the 
LAVA-M bug database to evaluate results. It is however, worth noting that a recent review 
of current fuzzing research has noted a lack of methodology in all of the recently published 
research [15]. The review suggested that any fuzzer evaluation paper should use multiple 
trials and perform statistical tests, evaluate the fuzzers with different seeds, consider a 
fuzzing time longer than 24 hours, and evaluate the effectiveness of fuzzers by using a 
ground truth corpora like LAVA, instead of measuring effectiveness with heuristics like 
code coverage, or the number of unique crashes. None of the 32 papers reviewed followed 
all of the suggestions. 
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3.1. PANDA 

PANDA is an open-source reverse engineering tool designed to allow portable dynamic 
analysis of executable files [30]. The QEMU emulator is used as a basis in order to 
leverage QEMU's support of multiple hardware architectures. PANDA allows program 
executions to be recorded and replayed at a later time, and the replay log files can be 
shared. PANDA has a plugin architecture which allows functionality sharing between 
plugins and enables easy code-reuse. A typical PANDA workflow starts by capturing a 
recording of the system that will be analysed. Then, plugins containing the analysis code 
are written. The plugins usually register callbacks to be called when interesting events 
occur and then process the data and communicate with other plugins. The PANDA 
record/replay mechanism works by recording a snapshot of the registers and memory at the 
beginning of a recording. Then, data entering the CPU (Central Processing Unit), 
hardware interrupts and data written to RAM (Random Access Memory) during DMA 
(Direct Memory Access) are recorded to a log. Trace points which contain the program 
counter, instruction count and an implicit loop variable are also logged, to allow replay of 
the input. One of the biggest advantages of the record/replay system during reverse 
engineering is the consistency of memory addresses throughout multiple replays, which 
allows easier analysis. Traditional debuggers cannot step backwards, so restarts are often 
required, complicating analysis due to most memory address locations changing during 
multiple executions. An advantage of PANDA compared to other debuggers like rr that 
offer replay capabilities is the ability to write plugins for PANDA, and gradually build up a 
understanding of the application and its state of memory. Replay debuggers rr and QIRA 
(QEMU Interactive Runtime Analyser) are x86_64 specific, unlike PANDA. 
PANDA plugins can be loaded at any time during the execution of guest code in QEMU. 
The plugin interface consists of an init_plugin function which is called when the plugin is 
loaded. The uninit_plugin function is called when the plugin is unloaded, or when PANDA 
exits. After being loaded, plugins are driven by events that occur in the guest code. Plugins 
can subscribe to events during initialization. Plugins can subscribe to individual 
instructions being executed, during, before and after translations of basic blocks, before 
and after basic block execution and at memory access. A common API (Application 
Programing Interface) is available for plugins to use, with operations that include reading 
and writing memory, command line argument parsing and so on. Plugin to plugin 
communication mechanisms are also implemented, allowing plugins to expose a public 
API, and define callbacks that other plugins can use to be notified of events. Cross 
architecture portability is made possible by translating every basic block of code into the 
LLVM intermediate language. The analysis done by plugins is done on that intermediate 
language as well, so having to write different plugins for multiple architectures is avoided. 
The LLVM language is a lot simpler than for example the x86 ISA (Instruction Set 
Architecture), which also simplifies plugin development. The downside is a performance 
hit of around 10 times, compared to PANDA replay without LLVM. Another interesting 
feature is PANDA's support for Android device emulation in QEMU. 
The key PANDA plugin used in LAVA is the dynamic taint analysis plugin. It labels data by 
using a shadow memory that associates tainted values in addresses, registers and I/O 
buffers with label sets. A virtual taint processor handles the propagation of those labels. 
The processor executes basic blocks of taint operations derived from the LLVM 
intermediate language, so the taint analysis plugin is also architecture independent. Since 
using QEMU achieves full system emulation, taint tracking works even throughout 
multiple processes and even the kernel, although this functionality isn't required by LAVA. 
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3.2. The bug injection process in LAVA 

The first step during injection is DUA identification by using the PANDA dynamic taint 
analysis plugin. Taint analysis works by labeling every input byte with a unique label and 
keeping a set of labels for every byte of program data, therefore keeping track of all labels 
that were mixed during computations. The paper introduces two measures used to describe 
DUAs, the TCN (Taint Compute Number) and liveness. The TCN denotes the number of 
operations done on the tracked bytes. Any time the taint system encounters an operation 
that mixes different bytes, the TCN is calculated as the maximum of the TCNs of those 
bytes, incremented by one. Therefore, a TCN of zero denotes a direct copy of the input 
bytes, while a TCN of one denotes bytes with a value derived from one computation on the 
input bytes. The liveness measure is associated with the labels used during taint analysis. 
Liveness is used to measure how many conditional branches a byte in the input was used to 
decide. A liveness of one means that the byte was only used once to determine the outcome 
of a conditional branch. DUAs with bytes that have a low liveness are considered "dead". 
DUAs that contain bytes with a low TCN are considered "uncomplicated". Those properties 
allow the bytes to be used to trigger bugs as they are extremely unlikely to change program 
behavior. 
The second part of LAVA bugs, attack points, are also identified. Attack points are 
statements in which DUAs can be used to trigger a vulnerability, like printf, or pointer 
dereferences, depending on the vulnerability. Obviously the trigger DUA has to be 
available at that point in the program, although LAVA, adds an artificial dataflow to 
functions, thus allowing DUAs to be used at places where they would otherwise be 
unavailable. A side effect of such dataflow addition is obfuscation of the original programs 
dataflow, which is useful later during chaff bug injection. If a DUA is in the same scope as 
the attack point, no dataflow has to be added. If the DUA is out of scope the dataflow can 
be added either via function arguments, or by using static or global data. To trigger the 
vulnerability, checks for a specific DUA value are added so that the bug is only triggered 
occasionally.   
The following sections describe the bug injection process in detail, by following the source 
code. 

3.2.1. Query injection and bug mining 
Once installed, LAVA can be started by calling scripts/lava.sh as described in the 
documentation. The injection process will be described on the toy example. The working 
directory is lava/target_injections/toy. The lava.sh script first calls scripts/add_queries.sh, 
which runs a custom tool, btrace in order to generate the file 
lava/target_injection/toy/toy/compile_commands.json that contains the commands required 
to compile the target program. Next, a custom clang tool, lavaFnTool is called, in order to 
generate a .fn file that contains a list of function definitions, declarations and calls for 
every C source file. Since the toy example has only one source file, the resulting .fn file is 
lava/target_injections/toy/toy/toy.c.fn. The .fn files are then processed by the 
scripts/fninstr.py Python script which determines which functions can be instrumented. 
Function instrumentation consists of adding LAVA queries to the body of the function, and 
if the data flow option is enabled, adding the data_flow argument to the function definition, 
declarations and calls. A function will be instrumented only if it has a body. However, if 
the function is passed as an argument to another function, and that function can not be 
instrumented, the original function is not instrumentable either. Also, if a function f1 is 
called inside a function f2 that is not instrumentable, f1 will not be instrumented. Lastly, 
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functions that are assigned to function pointers aren't instrumented. The script creates the 
lava/target_injections/toy/fninstr file which contains a list of instrumentable functions. 
Once the fninstr file is generated, lavaTool, another custom clang tool, is called in query 
mode, in order to insert queries into the source files. The tool first reads the function 
whitelist and opens a local database. The tool then starts running with a custom clang 
MatchFinder class object, LavaMatchFinder. The clang MatchFinders allow finding 
matches over the clang AST (Abstract Syntax Tree). There are two types of LAVA queries _ 
injected vm_lava_pri_query points, or PRI (program introspection using debug dwarf info) 
queries, and vm_lava_attack_point queries. 
The LavaMatchFinder class adds multiple matchers, depending on the bug types that will 
be injected. The first matcher is a StatementMatcher called memoryAccessMatcher that 
matches left-hand side statements where the lhs is a write to an array or via pointer 
dereference, like x[i] or *p. The matcher registers a MemoryAccessHandler that inserts 
attack point queries. If the lhs is part of an assignment that has a rhs the attack point type is 
POINTER_WRITE, otherwise the type is POINTER_READ. 
The next matcher matches every statement inside compound statements. A compound 
statement is a sequence of statements surrounded by braces. The matcher uses the 
PriQueryPointHandler. PriQueryPointHandler is used to inject PRI queries, which are 
injected between statements so the end result looks like this: "query; stmt; query; stmt; 
query;". The PRI queries are used by PANDA to create a recording of the program. When 
the program is replayed with taint analysis enabled the queries are used to communicate 
with the PANDA hypervisor so that the hypervisor knows where exactly it is at any point 
during program execution. At each query point, PANDA uses PRI to find where the local 
variables are located, what they are named and whether they are in memory or registers. 
Any variables found to be tainted are then logged with the TCN to the pandalog. 
The FunctionArgHandler is used to handle arguments in functions calls that are deemed 
attackable. Attackability is determined by a custom clang matcher, isAttackable, which 
uses the IsArgAttackable function. Function call arguments that are attackable are any 
integer or pointer arguments to which something may be added. The handler then injects a 
LAVA attack point query of type FUNCTION_ARGS. 
Once the MatchFinder has finished running, lavaTool outputs the total number of PRI taint 
queries and attack point queries added. Each inserted query call also contains a query ID, 
which is later stored in the LAVA database. The MatchFinder keeps track of replacements 
to be added to the source code. Other than the query statements, MatchFinder adds LAVA 
specific includes, defines and function declarations. The replacements are stored in a 
YAML (YAML Ain't Markup Language) file. 
The add_queries script then applies the replacement by using clang-apply-replacements, 
and ensures that every C file was successfully modified by checking for the 
pirate_mark_lava.h header. 
After the replacements have been applied, lava.sh compiles the target program. Once 
compilation is finished the bug_mining.py script is called. The script runs PANDA with the 
taint analysis plugin and then calls the FBI (Find Bug Inject) tool. Taint analysis is done on 
various inputs. The goal of FBI is to try and find injectable bugs, which are actually pairs 
of  DUAs and ATPs (Attack Points).  FBI tries to read some max values like max_tcn and 
max_liveness from the  project JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) config. If the config has 
no values, sane defaults are set. FBI then starts reading entries from the pandalog and 
determines the type of each entry. Different entries are processed differently. 
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PRI taint queries are processed by the taint_query_pri function. The function determines 
which of the bytes that are available at the query are viable to be used for a DUA. To 
consider the bytes as a DUA, the number of tainted bytes available has to be larger than a 
predefined number, LAVA_MAGIC_VALUE_SIZE, which is four by default. Bytes that 
have a TCN or cardinality larger than allowed, are discarded. Cardinality denotes the size 
of the set of taint labels that tag the available bytes. If the number of available viable bytes 
is larger than LAVA_MAGIC_VALUE_SIZE and the number of taint labels that the bytes 
are tagged with are larger than LAVA_MAGIC_VALUE_SIZE, and a range of  at least 
LAVA_MAGIC_VALUE_SIZE dead viable bytes exists, the bytes will be used to create a 
DUA. Once the DUA is created, the function adds the DUA to the recent_dead_duas 
collection if it doesn't already exist there. If it exists, the recent_dead_duas lval is updated 
with the new DUA. The DUA is also added, or updated in the recent_duas_by_instr 
collection. The taint_query_pri function also keeps track of the total number of DUAs 
added. The dua_dependencies structure is used to keep track of labels that the DUA 
depends on, in order to later determine the liveness of those DUAs, as new branch 
statements are encountered. 
When FBI encounters a tainted branch statement it calls the update_liveness function. The 
function updates liveness for all taint labels that were present in bytes of the lval that was 
queried in the branch statement. It then checks whether DUAs that were dependent on any 
of the labels are still dead, after the label liveness update. If the DUA is not dead anymore, 
it is deleted from recent_dead_duas and recent_duas_by_instr. DUAs that are not dead 
anymore are removed from dua_dependencies. 
If an attack point query is encountered, the attack_point_lval_usage function is called. If 
the recent_dead_duas collection is empty, the attack point is discarded. Otherwise, the type 
of the attack point is retrieved from the query, and the record_injectable_bugs_at function 
is called. The record_injectable_bugs_at function checks whether the attack point of that 
type already exists in the database at the same location.  If it exists, lval IDs of lvals that 
have already been noted with that ATP are stored into the skip_trigger_lvals vector. The 
function also keeps the number of extra DUAs required for the type of the ATP that it is 
working on. The recent_dead_duas collection is then iterated over, and any DUAs that 
appear in skip_trigger_lvals are skipped. If any extra DUAs are required, they are taken 
from the recent_dead_duas collection. Obviously only DUAs that appear before the ATP 
are considered. If not enough extra DUAs can be found, the ATP is discarded. Otherwise, a 
bug is created from the ATP and the matched DUAs, and stored into the database. Lastly, 
the num_potential_bugs and num_bugs_added_to_db counters are updated.  
Two other functions exist, record_call and record_ret for DWARF calls and returns. 
However, they are currently not implemented. 
Once the whole pandalog has been mined, FBI outputs num_bugs_added_to_db, and 
num_potential_bugs. 

3.2.2. Bug injection 
Bug injection is the last step in the lava.sh script. The lavaTool tool is called again, this 
time obviously in inject mode. To inject bugs the inject.py is called, which then calls the 
inject_bugs function in lava.py. The script creates a new directory where program sources 
with injected bugs will be stored, in lava/target_injections/toy/bugs/. A git repository is 
initialized in the lava/target_injections/toy/bugs/0/toy directory. Bugs are retrieved from 
the database, and injected into the source files by using lavaTool. 
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When lavaTool is started for the second time, it again reads the function whitelist, and 
opens a connection to the database. Bugs are then read from the database into 
bugs_with_atp_at, with the ATP source location and ATP type used as keys. The DUA is 
also marked for later siphoning with the mark_for_siphon function. 
The next step is running the MatchFinder, like during query insertion. The same matchers 
that were used for querying are registered again, with some additions. 
The MemoryAccessHandler is registered for the same matcher again, and calls 
AttackExpression on the statement it matched. Since lavaTool is running in inject mode, 
the AttackExpression function gets injectable bugs from the bugs_with_atp_at collection. 
The bug is then added to the pointerAddends vector, and a trigger condition is added to the 
triggers vector. If additional DUAs are required, they are loaded from the database, and the 
injected trigger uses all of the extra DUAs. The bug is then removed from 
bugs_with_atp_at. To trigger the bugs, the DUAs are siphoned from global storage with 
the lava_get method. 
When inject mode is active PriQueryPointHandler calls SiphonsForLocation, with the 
AST location it was matched to. DUAs are then siphoned into global storage via a lava_set 
function. 
FunctionArgHandler behaves similarly to MemoryAccessHandler, by calling 
AttackExpression and injecting the bug and trigger. 
Matchers that are used only in inject mode are FuncDeclArgAdditionHandler,  
FieldDeclArgAdditionHandler  and VarDeclArgAdditionHandler. All of those handlers 
add data flow to function declarations,  fields in struct or unions that are function pointers 
and function pointer declarations and definitions. The handlers use the AddArgGen 
function which determines where the end of the argument list is and adds the dataflow 
argument at the beginning of the list. The dataflow argument is actually an integer pointer 
pointing to the beginning of an integer array defined in main. If dataflow is used, then 
siphoning DUAs through lava_get and lava_set isn't needed, as the DUAs are siphoned 
through the dataflow array. The lavaTool then reports if any bugs or siphons were not able 
to be injected and exits. Each bug that is injected has a matching input that triggers the 
bug. 
lava.py then validates the injected bugs by calling validate_bugs. The function first checks 
that the program doesn't fail on old, unmodified inputs. If the bug is triggered for inputs 
that shouldn't trigger the bug, the process is aborted. The validate_bug function is then 
called for every injected bug. The program is then run with the fuzzed input that should 
trigger the bug. The return value is checked in order to determine if a segmentation fault 
occurred. If it has, the bug is validated. The lava.py script then prints the total number of 
bugs injected, and the number of validated bugs and exits. 
The operation is repeated num_trials times, every time on a different git branch. 
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4. COMMON SOFTWARE VULNERABILITIES 

This chapter describes the most common vulnerabilities that appear in C and C++ 
programs. In general, a large number of bug classes are caused by inappropriate user input 
handling, from buffer overflows and format strings, to SQL injections and XSS (Cross-Site 
Scripting) vulnerabilities. As C and C++ allow the programmer to directly manipulate the 
memory, without nearly any checks (unlike modern low-level languages like Rust and 
Golang), the majority of vulnerabilities found in C/C++ programs are related to memory 
corruption. The vulnerabilities themselves appear on most platforms, although the 
exploitation process is obviously platform dependent. Vulnerabilities appearing in network 
applications can be extremely serious, especially if the applications have root/admin 
privileges, as they can allow RCE (Remote Code Execution), often without requiring any 
user action. Every section will describe a single class of vulnerabilities, and a short 
summary on the exploitability of the vulnerabilities, with the goal of evaluating the 
plausibility of using such bugs as chaff bugs in LAVA. 

4.1. Buffer Overflows 

Buffer overflow vulnerabilities are described first since they are the only class of 
vulnerabilities currently implemented by the chaff bug additions to LAVA. 
Buffer overflows are possibly one of the oldest bug classes in the C language [31]. One of 
the first publicly known worms, the Morris worm abused buffer overflow vulnerabilities in 
UNIX network services [32]. The shortest explanation of buffer overflows is that data that 
shouldn't be written to is overwritten because there are no checks of buffer length during 
buffer operations. String manipulation functions like strcpy and strcat were most 
commonly abused due to not requiring a length argument for the strings, but instead 
relying on the strings to be terminated with a null byte. 
Exploitation of buffer overflow vulnerabilities can result in denial of service, and most 
often in arbitrary code execution. Stack buffer overflows are mentioned more often in 
educational resources, due to being easier to understand than heap overflows, which 
overwrite heap manager metadata, and thus require a deep understanding of the heap 
allocator. Classic buffer overflow exploit wrote over the return address and redirected 
execution into attacker controlled shellcode, usually on the stack. Such exploits haven't 
worked for a long time on desktop operating systems, although some IoT (Internet Of 
Things) platforms still lack basic mitigations, so such exploitation is still possible. 
Although heap and stack overflows are the most commonly abused, creative attackers can 
leverage buffer overflows in any segments.  

4.1.1. Detection and mitigations 
The majority of mitigations developed so far have been aimed at stopping or making 
exploitation of buffer overflows harder, along with heap corruption vulnerabilities. Starting 
with NX stack pages, which were then bypassed by ret2libc and other similar attacks which 
generated a whole array of return oriented programming techniques. Stack canaries, DEP, 
ASLR, and the latest, CFI (Control-flow Integrity) and shadow stacks, the race between 
mitigations and attackers has now been going on for nearly 30 years.  
As part of the issue were insecure functions like strcpy, multiple secure variations were 
developed. Although, functions like strncpy still had issues, with for example null byte 
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termination and off by one overwrites. Functions like strlcpy and strlcat are sometimes 
recommended instead, to avoid buffer overflows, although those functions are not portable. 
Buffer overflows can easily be detected by dynamic tools like Valgrind and the 
AddressSanitizer. 

4.1.2. Chaff buffer overflows in LAVA 
The original chaff bug paper described injection of chaff stack and heap buffer overflows. 
The idea behind the chaff bugs described in the paper is to look like realistic bugs, but be 
unexploitable, and at worst cause a crash of the injected software. Crashes are not a 
problem as the use case are proprietary applications that do not have to keep state, like 
HTTP servers or file parsers. 
Since stack layout can be controlled during compilation, the basic idea is to make sure that 
the stack buffer overflow can not overwrite any meaningful data, or only overwrite data 
with safe values and in that way prevent exploitation. Stack buffer overflows use two 
DUAs, one to trigger the bug, similarly to LAVA, and the other to overwrite the destination 
buffer. Unlike normal bug injection DUAs, these DUAs need to be initialized before being 
used, in order to avoid introducing any possible bugs, like use-after-free or uninitialized 
variable reads. The bugs can be injected at any point where the trigger and bug DUA can 
be reached.  
Unexploitability is achieved by making sure that the overwritten data is not used by the 
program, and by making sure that the values that are used to overwrite data are safe. 
Statically determining whether a variable is unused is hard, so instead new, unused 
variables are injected. In order to guarantee that the injected unused variables will be 
adjacent in memory to the target overflow buffer, the implementation relies on the 
knowledge of the stack layout of a specific compiler version. The version of clang used for 
the implementation allocated variables sequentially from higher to lower addresses in the 
order of their declarations. A possible improvement would be to use compiler annotations 
to explicitly specify the layout. As the heap layout is unknown at compile time, and varies 
during different runs of the application, unused variable injection is not used for heap 
buffer overflows. 
The second technique used to achieve unexploitability is the use of overconstrained values. 
The input used to cause the buffer overflow is gradually checked for dangerous values, 
throughout the program, so that when the bug is reached, the DUA only has constrained, 
safe values. For stack buffer overflows, overconstrained values can be used to overwrite 
the return address and frame pointer on x86 architectures. By making sure that the value 
that will be used for overwriting points to a unmapped memory region, control flow won't 
be redirectable and the application will crash. Safe values for heap buffer overflows 
depend on the allocator that is used. Values that are checked by the allocator's sanity 
checks can be used, for example writing zero into the size field.  
In addition to being unexploitable, the bugs should be hard to triage. If the overconstraint 
checks were all done in one place, and the unused variables were only used in the function 
they were defined in, it would be easy to determine that the bug is not exploitable. 
Therefore, additional obfuscation is required. To obfuscate constraint checking, the checks 
are split into multiple parts and spread throughout the execution path that leads to the bug. 
The implementation described in the original paper gradually set the DUA value to zero, by 
gradually applying bitmasks. To make it harder to determine that the overwritten variables 
are unused, the variables are copied to the dataflow through the parents of the function 
where the bug occurs. 
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4.2. Data Races 

Race conditions happen when one operation is dependent on the results of a second 
operation, and the operations are not executed in the assumed order. A classic example is 
that of two threads, where one tries to write to a memory location, and the other tries to 
read the value. If appropriate synchronization mechanisms are not used, the result of the 
execution will be nondeterministic. Such issues can often be exploited to achieve privilege 
escalation.  

4.2.1. Detection 
Data races can be detected by static and dynamic analysis tools. The clang compiler 
supports a static analysis option that can detect data races [33]. To use the checks, the 
programmer has to use special attributes for data that will be used in a multi-threaded 
context.  
ThreadSanitizer is another sanitizer provided by clang. The sanitizer inserts 
instrumentation which detects data races during runtime.  The Valgrind instrumentation 
framework also includes tools like Helgrind and DRD, that can dynamically detect data 
races [34] [35]. 

4.2.2. Bug injection and usability for chaff bugs 
To add unexploitable data races the same approach used for adding buffer overflows could 
be used. Data races could be added by having a number of threads read an unused variable 
and a number of threads writing to the same variable. Thread creation could be dispersed 
throughout the program, and the threads could receive DUAs as parameters. To obfuscate 
that the variables are unused, the variables could copied to the dataflow. 

4.3. Time Of Check Time Of Use Errors 

TOCTTOU (Time of Check Time Of Use) errors in general appear due to non-atomic checks 
and usage of a resource, and are therefore, actually a special case of race conditions. As the 
operations are often distinct, an attacker attacking a privileged application can fool the 
check operation by providing it with an accessible resource, and then, after the check, 
change the resource that will be accessed to a resource that would usually require 
privileged access and therefore be inaccessible to the attacker under normal circumstances. 
A classic example is a SUID (Set User ID) Linux application that opens a file, and checks 
user's permissions with access. An example of the vulnerability is shown in Figure 4.1. 
if (access("/tmp/file", W_OK) != 0) { 

   exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

} 

 

f = open("file", O_WRONLY); 

Figure 4.1. 
The example program can be attacked by creating a shell script that runs an infinite loop in 
which the /tmp/file file is repeatedly replaced by a symlink to a file requiring root 
privileges (like /etc/shadow), then deleted and created again, and so on. After some time, 
the SUID application will open the shadow file and the attacker can then proceed with 
reading from or writing to the file, depending on what the application does. 
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4.3.1. Detection and mitigations 
Although access/open is the most often abused TOCTOU pair, the vulnerability applies to 
any pair of non atomic check and use system calls [36]. Some interesting mitgiations have 
previously been suggested, like the probabilistic solution described by Dean and Hu [37]. 
The idea behind the solution was based on the observation that the attacker has a 
probability of winning every data race. Inspired by techniques used in cryptography, the 
authors note that although the attacker can win a single race with a probability p, which is 
usually large enough for the attacker to win the race, the probability of winning 
consecutive k races will be 𝑝𝑘 which for a large enough k should be unwinnable. However 
the mitigation was later broken by using filesystem mazes, which significantly slow down 
filesystem operations, therefore leaving the attacker with enough time to win all k races 
[38]. 
The problem has mostly been solved by preventing the exploitation of such vulnerabilities 
with symlinks and hardlinks introduced in a 2012 kernel patch [39]. Since attackers mainly 
used symlinks and hardlinks to link to files that required root privileges for access, the 
patch allows symlinks to be followed only when outside a sticky world-writable directory, 
or when the file and symlink UIDs (User ID) match, or when the directory owner matches 
the symlink owner. 

4.3.2. Bug injection and usability for chaff bugs 
Injecting real TOCTOU bugs into an application should be trivial, requiring only a simple 
access/open call pair to a file in a world-writable directory. The application would 
obviously have to have the SUID bit set. Since current mitigations are based on preventing 
specific ways of exploitation, making a realistic looking, but unexploitabile TOCTOU 
vulnerability would be hard, as shown by previous research. 

4.4. Format String Vulnerabilities 

Format string vulnerabilities are caused by input strings being interpreted as format 
specifiers by functions in the scanf and printf family. The attacker can provide an input 
string that contains format string parameters like %x and %d, and therefore dump the 
contents of the stack.  Format strings allow the attacker to achieve information leaks, 
arbitrary writes and therefore arbitrary code execution. An example of a vulnerable printf 
call is shown in Figure 4.2. 
 

printf(user_input); 

Figure 4.2. 
If user input was "%x%x%x%x" , the printf would then leak 16 bytes from the stack. 
Arbitrary writes can be achieved by using the %n format specifier, which writes the 
number of characters printed so far into an integer pointer. Exploitation is further 
simplified by padding options like "%20x". As the format string is most often stored on the 
stack, parts of the format string itself can be used as arguments for its format specifiers. 
That way the attacker can achieve arbitrary writes and code execution. Reading memory is 
made easier by the %s specifier, and exploitation in general with the "%x$" specifier which 
takes the x-th argument from the stack. 
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4.4.1. Detection and mitigations 
Format string vulnerabilities can be easily detected with static analysis tools. The tool has 
to look for printf and other similar function calls with only one argument that is not a 
constant string. Detection works similarly on compiled binaries, by analyzing the 
disassembly of the binary. Detection is especially easy if the ABI pushes arguments to the 
stack before function calls. If arguments are passed through registers, analysis is somewhat 
more complex, but still possible. Due to the ease of detection, format string bugs are now 
„extinct“ and most modern applications have fixed those issues. 
Microsoft's Visual C++ supports the __Format_string annotation which tells the compiler 
to validate the arguments. GCC and clang support a similar feature with the 
__attribute__(format)  attribute. GCC also has the –Wformat-security check.  Runtime 
checks can be added with the –D_FORTIFY_SOURCE option, although there are some 
cases where it can be bypassed [40] 
The %n format specifier is often disallowed by default. The Linux kernel vsprintf function 
ignores the specifier [41] 

4.4.2. Bug injection and usability for chaff bugs 
The first issue with format string vulnerability injection in LAVA is that DUAs are integer 
variables, and format string vulnerabilities require strings. Adding strings would probably 
require a new type of DUA, specific to character pointers. The bug could be triggered by 
comparing a classic DUA to a specific value and then using the string DUA as the format 
specifier for printf or another function that works with format strings. To make the bug 
unexploitable, the format specifier would have to be overconstrained and the stack layout 
would have to be managed to ensure that only unused variables are leaked. The format 
string constraints would have to match the number of unused variables available on the 
stack. If constraints allowed the %n specifier, then the stack would have to be arranged in 
such a manner that the pointer that was used pointed to an unused variable. 

4.5. Integer overflows and underflows 

Integer overflows appear due to integer operations resulting in values that are larger or 
smaller than the destination integer can store. Unsigned integer overflow wraps around, so 
that the result of UINT_MAX + 1 will always be 0. However, signed overflows result in 
undefined behavior. Integer overflows of both types can be dangerous when the result of 
the overflow is used as an index into an array. The stored value is most often truncated, for 
example if 0xdeadbeef is stored into a 16 bit value, the result will be 0xbeef, or when 
converted to a 32 bit value, 0xffffbeef. Similar issues arise when signed integers are 
interpreted as unsigned, and unsigned integers as signed. Such errors can lead to buffer 
overflows and other memory corruption issues. 
AddressSanitizer can detect integer overflows and report them at run time. Static analysis 
can also detect some forms of integer overflows, for example cppcheck can detect 
overflows that occur because of shift operations. 
As integer overflows often result in buffer overflows, integer overflows could be used as 
another step during buffer overflow injection, and buffer overflow chaff bugs. A DUA 
could be siphoned into a variable of type short, the short should then be compared to a size 
limit, and then the original DUA could be used as the buffer copy length. Thus, if the short 
was overflown, a buffer overflow would occur. Unused variables and overconstraints could 
be used here too, in order to make the bug unexploitable.  
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4.6. Heap management errors 

Buffer overflows are not the only type of security issues that can appear while working 
with heap allocated memory. A lot of programming errors are abused in order to corrupt 
heap allocator metadata and often achieve code execution. 
The most common heap issues are double free and use-after-free. Use-after-free 
exploitability differs from case to case. Some times the issue is not exploitable, and 
sometimes it can result in code execution. For example, if an authentication structure is 
allocated on the heap and then freed, the next heap allocation will probably use the same 
memory that the authentication structure used. If the attacker can influence the data that is 
written in the new allocation, and the old authentication structure is still used, the attacker 
could potentially bypass authentication.  
Double frees occur when the same memory address is freed twice. The same memory 
address is then saved twice in the lists that track free memory. The issue can then be 
abused to overwrite heap metadata, and usually write arbitrary data anywhere, thus 
achieving code execution. 
Modern heap allocators often include checks to prevent these issues, so that for instance 
two frees of the same memory address will be detected and cause a crash, although for 
example, if another free is done in between the check can often be bypassed. Dynamic 
tools like Valgrind can detect use-after-frees and double-frees. 
As both classes of bugs depend on a lot of runtime information, like the state of the heap, 
injecting bugs or chaff bugs of either type is quite complicated, so injection is not 
discussed here. 

4.7. Off by one errors 

A special case of buffer overflows are off by one errors where only one extra byte after the 
buffer end is overwritten. Off by ones can occur on the heap and stack, and can be 
exploitable in both cases.  
On the x86 architecture, if a stack off by one error happens to a buffer that is exactly next 
to EBP (Extended Base Pointer),  and a string function overwrites the least significant byte 
of the EBP, if the attacker controls the area where the new EBP points, since EBP is also 
used for the new value of ESP after function epilogue, the attacker can write an arbitrary 
value to the area where the return address would be in the attacker controlled fake stack 
frame, and thus redirect execution. 
Heap off by ones corrupt the next chunk's size data, thus making the chunk that contains 
the overflowing buffer appear in the free area. The fake free chunk can then be 
manipulated further in order to corrupt other malloc data and achieve code execution. 
Chaff bugs of this kind would be hard to implement as they would depend on the state of 
the heap and further allocations, after the off by one bug occurred. 
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5. BUG AND CHAFF BUG INJECTION CONTRIBUTIONS 

This chapter describes the implementation of malloc off by one bugs and printf stack leaks 
added as part of this thesis. 

5.1. Malloc off by one bugs 

The first type of bugs added are not chaff bugs, but real off by one heap bugs. The bugs are 
implemented by decreasing the sizes of malloc allocations by decrementing the size 
argument by one in malloc calls. 
To inject such bugs, a malloc off by one bug type, MALLOC_OFF_BY_ONE was added, 
with a matching attack point that matches malloc calls.  
The matcher for malloc calls is shown in Figure 5.1.  
addMatcher( 

 callExpr( 

  callee(functionDecl(hasName("malloc")))) 

 .bind("call_expression"), 

 makeHandler<MallocOffByOneArgHandler>() 

); 

 

     Figure 5.1. 
The malloc matches are then handled by the MallocOffByOneArgHandler handler, in the 
handle function. The relevant part of the function is shown in Figure 5.2. The callExpr 
variable denotes the malloc call that was matched. A MALLOC_OFF_BY_ONE ATP is 
added when LAVA is running in query mode. If inject mode is active, the handler then adds 
a DUA value check and if it was evaluated as true replaces the size argument with size – 1. 
LExpr addend = LDecimal(0); 

const Expr *size_arg = callExpr->getArg( 

   callExpr->getNumArgs() - 1); 

if (size_arg) { 

 LavaASTLoc ast_loc = GetASTLoc(sm, size_arg); 

 Mod.Change(size_arg); 

 if (LavaAction == LavaQueries)  { 

  addend = LavaAtpQuery(ast_loc, 

 AttackPoint::MALLOC_OFF_BY_ONE);           

num_atp_queries++;       

Mod.Add(addend, nullptr); 

 } else if (LavaAction == LavaInjectBugs) { 

  const std::vector<const Bug*> &injectable_bugs = 

   map_get_default(bugs_with_atp_at, 

std::make_pair(ast_loc, 

AttackPoint::MALLOC_OFF_BY_ONE)); 

  for (const Bug *bug : injectable_bugs) { 

   Mod.Parenthesize(). 

   InsertBefore(Test(bug).render()                

   + " ? (" + ExprStr(size_arg) + " - 1 ) : "); 

  } 

 } 

} 

     Figure 5.2. 
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Improvements could be made by matching realloc and calloc calls, and by using the bug 
type for chaff bugs. 
An example of the injected bug is shown in Figure 5.3. 
 
file_entry *ret = (file_entry *) malloc((0x724f6171 == data_flow[49]) ? 

(sizeof(file_entry) – 1) : sizeof(file_entry)); 

     Figure 5.3. 
 

5.2. printf stack leaks 

The second type of bugs added are printf leaks that leak 16 bytes of data and replace an 
existing printf call in the application. If a trigger DUA has an appropriate value, a printf 
statement is called with a format specifier that specifies four integers, and no integer 
arguments. Otherwise, the original printf call is called. The matcher used to match printf 
calls is shown in Figure 5.4. 
addMatcher( 

 callExpr( 

         callee(functionDecl(hasName("printf")))) 

        .bind("call_expression"), 

     makeHandler<FormatStringHandler>() 

); 

     Figure 5.4. 
The FormatStringHandler adds the printf leak call in the handle method. The relevant parts 
are shown in Figure 5.5. 
LExpr addend = LDecimal(0); 
LavaASTLoc ast_loc = GetASTLoc(sm, callExpr); 

if (LavaAction == LavaQueries)  { 

 addend = LavaAtpQuery(ast_loc, 

                 AttackPoint::FORMAT_STRING); 

            num_atp_queries++; 

        Mod.Add(addend, nullptr) 

} else if (LavaAction == LavaInjectBugs) { 

 const std::vector<const Bug*> &injectable_bugs = 

         map_get_default(bugs_with_atp_at, 

               std::make_pair(ast_loc, AttackPoint::FORMAT_STRING)); 

 if (!injectable_bugs.empty()) { 

         Mod.Change(callExpr).InsertBefore("if " +  

 Test(injectable_bugs.front()).render() + "{int  

 a[100]; printf(\"%d%d%d%d\"); } else {"); 

               Mod.InsertAfterEnd("}"); 

       } else { 

         debug(INJECT) << "AST_LOC EMPTY" << ast_loc << "\n"; 

        } 

} 

     Figure 5.5 
 
When running in query mode a FORMAT_STRING ATP is added. Otherwise, the leak 
printf statement is added. 
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An example of the injected bug is shown in Figure 5.6. with formatting added for 
readability. 
int a[100] = {0};  

if (0x45726874 == data_flow[0]) { 

 printf(“%d%d%d%d”);  

} else { 

 printf(“File timestamp %u\n”, head.timestamp); 

} 

    Figure 5.6. 
The injected bug can be found and verified by adding a token statement to the printf leak 
statement, like a “BUG” string. To find the token the command shown in Figure 5.7. can 
be used. 
 
find . –printf ‘%p’ –iname “*bin” –exec ../bugs/0/toy/toy “{}” \; > log 

    Figure 5.7. 
 
To ensure unexploitability an empty array is allocated at the top of the stack, so that the 
leaked memory is always unused. However, such a method of guaranteeing 
unexploitability is not robust as it depends on compiler versions and optimization level, so 
a more robust method like compiler specific options should be used. The pattern could also 
probably be easily distinguished in a disassembler, so an alternative implementation could 
use four unused variables to which four extra DUAs from the dataflow were assigned. That 
way the variables would not look unused and would be harder to triage.  
As the bug always uses four integer format specifiers that could be used to determine that 
this is a fake bug. Randomized leaks would probably increase the effort required to 
determine whether the leak is fake, although that would complicate the implementation 
since a random number of DUAs would then have to be used. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

While automated vulnerability discovery tools are becoming more popular and have 
proven to be a effective, a robust method of evaluation and comparison is required. The 
majority of new research did not follow a robust methodology, as shown by the Evaluating 
Fuzz Testing paper. By fuzzing the libyang library it was confirmed that the number of 
discovered bugs is significantly smaller than the number of unique crashes reported by 
AFL. During initial fuzzing, over 1500 crashes were discovered, which resulted in 11 bug 
fixes. Over the period of a few months 26 bugs in total were discovered, while the number 
of crashes reported by the fuzzer has been well over 10000. 

While the LAVA project provided an answer to the lack of ground truth bug corpora, it was 
also shown to be useful to implement chaff bugs. The two key ideas from the original 
Chaff Bugs paper used to ensure exploitability, unused variable use and DUA 
overconstraining could be applied to implement various new unexploitable bug classes like 
data races and off by one errors. Some bug classes like TOCTTOU bugs have turned out to 
be a lot harder to make unexploitable than expected. Unsurprisingly heap based bugs 
would probably be the hardest bug class to make unexploitable, as they require a deep 
analysis since a lot of the details vary during every execution of the application. Other bug 
classes like format string bugs would require significant modifications to LAVA in order to 
be properly implemented.  

One simple real bug class and one simple chaff bug class were added, although the injected 
chaff printf leaks require further work to make triaging harder, and improve robustness and 
portability of the injected bugs. 
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8. SUMMARY 

Title: Deterring Attackers by Injecting Unexploitable Bugs 
Summary 
This thesis describes the original Chaff Bugs paper and the LAVA project that it used. In the 
process, common methods of automated vulnerability discovery and the need for a ground-
truth bug corpora that can be used to compare and evaluate different tools are also 
described. A description of how LAVA solves that problem is provided. The thesis provides 
commentary and ideas for implementations of additional unexploitable bug classes. 
Implementations of malloc off by one bug injection and unexploitable printf leaks are 
described and provided as part of the thesis. 
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